
 

 

Discussion Questions for J. Mark Bertrand’s Nothing to Hide 
 
 

 Author J. Mark Bertrand has explained that his novels are written from Detective Roland 
March’s point of view alone in order to capture the nature of an investigation. (You only 
know what the detective knows, when he knows it, never jumping into the mind of the 
killer.) How did this limited point of view influence the way you experienced the 
story? 
 

 In Nothing to Hide, March operates largely on his own––sometimes by necessity, but 
often by choice. He even emulates his namesake from The Song of Roland by not 
asking for help when he needs it. What did you think about March’s choices? 
 

 What did you think about Bea, the FBI agent who guides March inside the world of 
conspiracy and paranoia? Would you say she was one of the good guys or one of the 
bad guys? 
 

 March’s relationship with former youth pastor Carter Robb has evolved during the 
course of the series. March seemed to see Carter and Jeff as counterweights. What did 
you think of March’s interaction with the two younger men? 
 

 Now that government involvement in gunrunning operations is headline news, how did 
you feel about March’s reaction to the FBI plot? 
 

 In the flashback scenes, we get a glimpse of a younger March. Bertrand has described 
these scenes as March’s “origin story.” How do you think the Roland March of today 
compares with the younger March and his drive for justice? 
 

 After he’s shot, March experiences a kind of vision in which Reg Keller’s bird becomes a 
dove and he mistakes Bea for his dead daughter. What did you think this revealed 
about March’s inner perspective? 
 

 At the graveside of Lorenz, March longs for cosmic justice. Are there evils in this life 
so great that we must believe in some final judgment to set things right? 
 

 Bertrand’s books have been praised for their realism and depth. Were you 
comfortable with some of the loose ends or did you want more resolution? 
 

  The three parts of Nothing to Hide correspond to Dante’s Inferno, Purgatorio, and 
Paradiso, only in reverse. What did you think about Nesbitt’s penchant for Dante? 
 


